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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Measurement in education has a.lways been recognized

as a legitimate part of the teaching process. Before the

beginning of the eighteenth century,'practically all

examinations were given orally, but since that time the

written examination has been introduced and has remained

an essential part of school procedure for more than a

century.

It is only during comparatively recent times that

the value of the written examination has been seriously

questioned. The criticisms which have been advanced to

show that the written examination is unreliable have

been extremely valuable because they have disturbed the

sense of security which the examination had long enjoyed.

For many years a. great deal of research has been

undertaken and many convincing arguments, supported by

statistical evidence, have been advanced to show that in

the evaluation of the subjective written eKamination,

teachers are incapable of a high degree of accuracy.

Chapter II of this study is devoted entirely to studies,

revealing the results of this research plus the results
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of more recent experiments which make the conclusions of

some of the previous studies questionable •

. I. The Problem

Statement of the 12roblem. It was the purpose of this

study to discover whether or not teachers possess a high

degree of accuracy in the grading of the sUbjective type

examination paper.

Importance of the study. -It is possible that the

evidence produced by some of the previous studies on

measurement have had some influence upon the present trends

of educational measurement. In any easel the traditional

type of examination is universally being looked upon with

suspicion l a fact which is evidenced by the lack of treat

ment given the essay test in present texts on educational

tests and measurements. Edward L. Thorndike l l an authority

on testing l states: liThe fact that the measurement move

ment in education is sound in method l useful in practical

operations l and essential to scientific progress does not

guarantee it against misunderstanding or stupid and extrav-

agant uses. Like all other creations of science such as

lEdward L. Thorndike and Arthur I. Gates, Elementary
Principles of Education (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1929), p. 2'9'7.
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surgery, electricity, and air navigations, educational

tests have been debated, unduly praised, and unduly

criticized." "The measurement movement aims to decrease

the element of sUbjective bias and to increase the ob

jectivity, the accuracy, fullness and minuteness of

appraising the products of educati-on~,,2

Recent literature does not seem to indicate a trend

back to the essay test since the growth in popularity of

the objective test. In 1938 tne Carnegie Foundation3

made-no report or discussion on the essay test, but there

are implications throughout the report against the essay

test. Occasionally one finds a statement which gives

some credit to the essay test. "More use of improved

forms of the essay test along with objective tests is

recommended in order to attempt a more comprehensive

measurement of differing mental functions. Much research

is needed to indicate how the essay test may be improved.

It seems probable that there is a definite place,

need, and use for improved forms of essay tests in the

secondary and college levels of 1earning."4

2Ibid., p. 293

Owi11iam-Setche1 Learned, The Student and His Knowledge
fNew York: The Carnegie FoundatIOn for the-XOvancement of
Teaching, 1938) 406 pp.

, 4Cha:r1es C. Weidemann and Birdean J. Morris, "The
Essay-Type Test," Review of Educational Research, 8:522,
December, 1938.
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There is great practical importance in the assurance

of accuracy in measuring the achievement and progress of

pupils. The reliability of the marks or grades given to

a pupil's work is important because (1) grades are the

tangible measure of the result of his ~ttainments and

constitute the chief basis for the determination of essen

tial administrative problems of the school, such as

transfer, promotion, retardation, elimination, and

admission to higher institutions; and (2) grades may

influence the moral attitude of the pupil toward the

school, education, and even life.

The writer feels that if it can be proved that the

sUbjective test can be graded accurately, its use can be

increased. One of the best selling points for the

objective test is the ease and accuracy of scoring it.

But the subjective or essay type brings out certain

educational elements which the objective test does not

reveal. Therefore, if its value and reliability can be

established, it should have a definite place in our

present testing program.

II. Definitions of Terms Used

Comparison factor. The term, comparison factor, is

a new one, and it is the important factor overlooked or

ignored in many previous studies on grading.
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papers graded. Before beginning her marking l she may

evaluate each question on the examination with a certain

number of possible points. Now l sUppose two teachers were

to mark independently one paper from a set of examination

papers. The marks given to this paper might be expected

to vary noticeably; previous experiments of this exact

proc~durel to be reported in Chapter III have shown that

such are the results. But suppose that each of these

teachers were to grade several of the same papers from

this set of examination papers. It might be expected

that each teacher would mark the same paper as the best

and the same paper as the worst and the middle papers in

about the same order from best to worst. In other words l

teachers employ a factor of comparison in evaluating a

set of papers.

Although this comparison factor is one used constantly

by everyone l it is an element which students of measure

ment have far too long neglected in their studies of the

reliability of measurement and assigning of marks.

The writer likes to make the following analogy to

I; the grading of papers. Suppose two people are standingi~
I'
II
II:
I

II
I
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on a beach where they can See a boat at sea. Probably

neither can say exactly what the distance is in miles

between the boat and them. Now suppose they see three

boats at sea. Probably they still cannot jUdge how

far from them each of these boats is. On the other hand,

it should be easy for them to agree which of the boats

is closest to them, which is farthest from them, and

which is neither closest nor farthest.

Average (best) grade. In order to determine the

reliability of a given teacher's marks, it was essential

that the most perfect set of marks obtainable be used.

If one examines all of the marks assigned to the same

paper by all twenty-five teachers, it would be found

that there are low grades, high grades, and several

falling between these extremes. The most popularly

assigned grade might be called the best grade which

might have been given the paper. It was for this

reason that the set of means or averages was selected

as representing the best marks for the set of papers.

The coefficient of correlation was computed for each

set of teacher's marks with the corresponding set of

arithmetic means or averages.
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III. Organization of Remainder of the Thesis

Literature studied. The second chapter of this

study deals with a number of studies previously made

dealing with the accuracy of tea.chers' . marks.

Material used. Twenty-five uilse-lected papers in

plane geometry were taken from a sophomore class,

supplied by Dr. Walter O. Shriner of the Indiana State

Teachers College, Terre Haute, Indiana. These papers

were graded independently by twenty-five teachers from

various school systems throughout the state of Indiana.

These teachers' marks supplied the data for the study.

Procedure. The methods used in making the statis

tical calculations for this study are given in Chapter IV.

Not only are the formulas given with explanations of

their uses, but some sample calculations are presented

to further supplement the explanations.

From the twenty-five different marks assigned to

each of the twenty-five papers the mean grade was com

puted for each paper. This was called the average or

best grade, as preViously described, and was assumed

to be the most perfect mark any teacher of these twenty

five might have given a paper. The formula used to

calculate the mean for ungrouped series was used for
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for these computations. The marks actually assigned to

each paper were then correlated with these best grades.

For these correlation coefficients, the Pearson product

moment formula and the Spearman formula based on rank

differences were used.

Results. Chapter V of this study presents the

results of the calculations explained in the preceding

chapter. In this chapter are given in tabular form the

computations with interpretative explanations of that

information.

Conclusions. The last chapter of this study, Chapter VI,

covers the conclusions as arrived at after this study was

made. The conclusions are divided into two parts. The

first part deals with specific conclusions made as a

result of this particular study. The second part deals

with general conclusions regarding teachers' marks and

examinations in general.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A century ago the essay or traditional examination

was considered an improvement over the oral examination

in general use then. Gradually there. has been accumu-

1ated evidence to discredit its value in measurement.

The evidence against the written examination came first

in the form of studies of the extreme variability of

teachers' marks. Attempts have been made to objectify

the scoring, but these have apparently been abandoned

in favor of more objective types of examinations. 1

Ruch states that the traditional essay examination

cannot be evaluated with any high degree of accuracy

and then he adds: 2

The element of subjectivity in the
traditional examination is a source of
marked unreliability. Such examinations
have been found to be wasteful of time in
the sense that excessive writing of words
which convey no knowledge of accomplishment
to the marker of the paper is required.
Such wasted time would allow the answering
of a much larger number of short-answer or
objective questions. An objective test
over the same ground covered by a tradi
tional examination would yield a far more

lErnest W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements for Teachers,
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1931), p. 38.

. 2G. M. Ruch, The Objective ~ New-Type Examination
(Chicago:' Scott, ForesJl1..s.n and Company, 1929),' pp. 110-111.
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extensive sampling of the pupil's knowledge.
Subjectivity of marking may be reduced about
one-half by the adoption of and adherence to
a set of scoring rules when essay examina
tions are to be graded. Such scoring rules
increase the labor Of scoring papers, but are
nevertheless highly desirable. The tradi
tional examination should be employed prin
cipallywhen the SUbject matter does not lend
itself to completely objective measurement;
even in such cases the results must be taken
with a great deal of conservatism. A combina
tion of traditional and new-type examinations
should probably be used in many school sub
jects, especially where present knowledge is
unable to suggest purely objective types of
measurement.

Much has been written in regard to measurement and

the reliability and unreliability of teachers' marks in

giving grades on achievement in school, but only a brief

summary of the work of experimenters on problems very

closely related to the one at hand will be given.

Dearborn's study.3 In his investigation Dearborn

pointed out that there are large inequalities in the

standards employed by different teachers. Of two

instructors in the same department, one gave 43 per

cent of his students the grade of "excellent" and to

none the grade-of "failure," while the other gave none

of his students the grade of "excellent" and to 14 per

cent the grade of. "failure." This wide difference has

3w. F. Dearborn in "School and University Grades,"
a bulletin of the University of Wisconsin (No. 368), as
repo~tedby Daniel Starch and Edward C. Elliott in
"Reliability of the Grading of High-School Work in
English," School Review, 20:442-457, September, 1912.
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interpreted to be due in part to a difference in the stu-

dents and the nature of the work, but largely due to a

difference in the standards of marking.

The fault does not lie in the inability of teachers to

give the proper comparative values to a set of pupil papers.

The main trouble lies in the choosing.of a suitable arbi

trary mark to be designated as the passing grade and then

in placing other grades in correct relationship to this

mark. In the past the "passing §rade of 70 or 75 was used

frequently, regardless of the distribution of the marks,

the difficulty of the examination, or the composition of

the class membership. The difficulty in determining an

arbitrary standard or passing mark is equally as great

in the case of objective tests as in the case of the so-

called sUbjective tests.

The Starch-Elliott study in English. 4 To discover

the variability in judging the merits of an examination

answer paper, these investigators thought it was neces

sary to have the same paper graded independently by

different teachers.

The problem of their investigation was to determine

the range of variation and the reliability of marks

4Daniel Starch and Edward C. Elliott, "Reliability
of the Grading of High-School Work in English," School
Review, 20:442-457, September, 1912.
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assigned by teachers to examination-answer papers. For

this purpose two examination-answer papers written by

two pupils at the end of the first year's work in English,

together with the questiom, were obtained from one of the

largest high schools in Wisconsin. Facsimile reproductions

were made and sent out to each of the .high schools in

cluded in the North Central Association of Colleges and

Secondary Schools with the request that the papers be

marked by the principal teacher of English on the scale

of 100 per cent. The result of 195 gradings returned

showed a wide variation in marks (from twenty-five to

forty) for the same paper.

The first result brought out by this investigation

was the wide range of variation. When teachers are asked

about the differences in marking, they usually say that

the gPades which different teachers assign to the same

paper might differ at the most ten points. It was almost

shocking when it was found that the range of marks given

by different teachers to the same paper may be as large

as thirty-five or forty points. This wide range was

described as ,being due partially to the differences in

method of teaching and in the emphasis and importance

placed by different teachers on different aspects of

English.
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It was found that the pupil who wrote the poorer of

these two papers received from his teacher a mark five

points above the passing grade, whereas twenty-two

teachers marked the pupil below that same passing grade.

Therefore, these investigators reasoned that the promo

tion or retardation of a pupil dep~nds to a considerable

extent upon the sUbjective estimate of his teacher.

The Starch-Elliott study in geometry.5 This inves

tigation was a sequel to the one· in English. It had been

urged that marks in determining the merit of language

work would necessarily vary considerably because of the

personal and sUbjective factors involved, and that the

situation would be very different in an exact science

such as mathematics. Pursuant to this suggestion, these

investigators made a similar study with a geometry paper.

The paper was written as a final examination by a pupil

in one of the largest high schools in Wisconsin.

This investigation showed an extremely wide varia

tion of the grades, even more than the study of English

marks. The distribution, considered purely from the

statistical point of view, is a normal distribution as

is that of any set of mental or physical measurements,

5Danie1 Starch and Edward C. Elliott, "Reliability
ot Grading Work in Mathematics, It School Review, 21:254
259, April, 1913.
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but the alarming fact was that the distribution covered

such a wide range.

A geometry test was used because of the assumption

that a mathematics paper can be graded with mathematical

precision. This investigation showed that the marks of

this particular geometry paper varied ,even more widely

than the marks of either English'paper used in the former

study. The probable error of the geometry marks was 7.5

whereas the probable error of the two English papers was

4.0 and 4.8.

It seemed evident that there was no inherent reason

why a mathematics paper should be more precisely eval

uated than any other kind of paper. In fact, the greater

certainty of correctness or incorrectness of a mathematical

demonstration or definition may even contribute slightly

to the wider variability of the marks because the strict

marker would be less willing to give the pupil the

benefit of the doubt.

It was felt that there was a possibility of criticism

arising from the fact that the wide variation of marks

might have been caused by the fact that the paper was

graded in schools scattered over a large area, each school

having a different standard of attainment. However, since

in each of two different schools a number of teachers gave
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widely varying marks, this criticism seems unreasonable.

Also it was found that the marks vary almost as widely on

single questions as they do on entire papers.

The Wood study in algebra and geometry.6 The data

used in Dr. Wood's study consisted-solely of records of

examinations given by the College Entrance Examination

Board in June, 1921. The Chief Readers of the Board in

algebra and geometry were acquainted with the purposes of

the investigation, and through their co-operation each of

413 algebra and each of 39$ geometry papers was scored

twice by each of the readers. All of the readers had

received the same general instructions concerning credits

and standards, and they had been working together several

days under the eyes of vigilant chiefs anxious to secure"

uniformity in the reading; but the reading and re-reading

of the papers involved in this study were made in total

independence of each other. Neither first nor second

reader knew until afterward what score the other had given.

The results of these readings were correlated by the

Pearson formula and found to be very high. The reliability

coefficient for the algebra papers was 0.986, and for the

6Be~ D. Wood, The Reliabilit~ and DiffiCUlt! of the
College Entrance ExamInation Boar EXiminationsnAlgeDra
and in Geometr! (New York: College Entrance Examination
BoarQ; 1929), 3 pp.
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geometry papers it was 0.956. Dr. Wood concluded that

under these conditions the reliability of the first mark-

ingswas so high as to make re-reading a waste of time,

energy, and money.

This study shows that a teacher can mark a set of

papers and then re-mark the same set and get a very high

correlation with his first set of marks. Furthermore,

the fact that in this study the readers were especially

trained for the work and the conditions were controlled

as to the scores to be assigned makes a universal appli

cation of these conclusions impossible.

The Shriner study in English and algebra. 7 In this

investigation by Dr. Shriner it was deemed advisable to

use two high school departments under as normal conditions

as possible. Twenty-five semester final examination

papers of the SUbjective type were procured from each of

two classes in sophomore algebra and freshman English,

respectively.

The sets of original papers in all cases were sent

out either to teachers of varied lengths of experience

and degrees of skill or to advanced college students pre

paring to teach these subjects. Absolutely no instruc-

7Walter O. Shriner, "The Comparison Factor in the
Evaluation of Examination Papers," The Teachers College
Journal, 1:65-74, January, 1930.
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tions were given as to the way the different elements

8John M. Stalnaker, "Educational Research and
Statistics: Essay Examinations Reliably Read," School
and Society, 46:671-672, November 20, 1937.

No marks were to be madewere to be weighted or scored.

various teachers' marks for both the algebra and English

sets of papers was very high. The marks of only three

teachers correlated less than 0.90 with the best set and

on the original papers so as to influence a subsequent

grader.

In the statistical treatment of the results, the co

efficient of correlation was computed ,for each teacher's

set of marks with the corresponding set of arithmetical

means (averages) of algebra and English, respectively.

This study revealed that t~e reliability of the

all correlations were above 0.85 for the algebra; the

marks of only six teachers correlated less than 0.90

and all correlations were above 0.80 for the English.

The median correlation coefficients were .946 and .917,

respectively, and the probable errors were comparatively

small.

The Stalnaker studl.8 Realizing that earlier studies

proved that the essay-type of examination is not reliably

or consistently read, the College Entrance Examination
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Board used this manner of checking consistency with which

essay" examination papers were read.

A scoresheet was placed in each answer book. Several

readers worked in turn 'on a single booklet, each entering

his scores in the appropriate blanks on the grade sheet.

After all score entries had been made" the book was

points assigned and thus arrived at a total score. This

score was then converted to an appropriate scale and

reported as the obtained grade.

The grade sheets are removed, new ones attached, and

the books sent back through the reading process. This

procedure gives a second and completely independent

reading of the paper and provides a means of checking

the reliability with which the papers are read.

The results of the experiment showed that all papers

except one were read with a reliability of more than .900

and several of more than .980.

It was concluded that co-operation between technician

and reader will" result in improved procedures which should

raise all these reliabilities to even higher figures.

However, these figures indicate consistent reading and

should dispel the notion that essay papers cannot be

read reliably.
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The Ashburn experiment. 9 On an English examination

at West Virginia University three professors (R, 8, and T)

were asked to check the essay questions on the sixty-five

papers. The three professors' grades disagreed and it

was decided to run correlations on them by pairs. The

results were: Rand 8, .65 + .05;R and T, .67 r .05;

and 8 and T, .69 + .04.

Ashburn became curious and decided to experiment.

He had three differentprofessor~ (X, Y, and Z) grade

seventy-five papers. Of this set of papers thirty-three

were failed by one or more of the graders, seventeen

being failed by X, twenty-nine by Y, and sixteen by Z.

There was one case of A and D being assigned to the same

paper, one of A and 0, and three of Band E. The corre

lations on them by pairs were: X and Y, .77 + .03;

X and.Z, .8l! .03; and Y and Z, .84 ~ .02. These same

papers were then reread by the same men. X admitted

that he had not graded the papers correctly the first

time, but he felt that he had the second time; Y felt

that he was in a better humor the second time; and Z

stated that he read them in a reverse order the second

time, using much more care.

9Robert Ashburn, ":In Experiment in the Essay-Type
Q,uestion," Journal of Experimental Education, 7:' 1-3,
September, 1938.
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All used greater care in the second reading, but the

lack of agreement was greater. The reader's attention

was called to the following facts:

1. These essay questions were prepared'more
carefully than,usual.

2. The answers were read with more than usual
care.

3. In the cases of this experiment:

a. Six (6) per cent of students fail

b. Forty-four (44) per c~nt of students pass

c. The passing or failing (not merely the
difference of a letter grade, but the
difference between credit and no credit)
of about 40 per cent depends not on what
they know or do not know, but on who
reads the paper. ---

d. The passing or failing (not merely the
difference of a letter grad~ but the
difference between credit and no credit)
of about 10 per cent depends not on what
they know or do not know, but on when
the papers are read.

The author of the present study feels that the cor

relations reported by Ashburn are misleading because

the correlations were on pairs instead of single grades.

An average set, the best set as described in Chapter I,

page 6, could have given more substantial correlations.

The Lawson study.lO In this experiment uniformity

of graders was desired. Forty-one experienced tea,chers

10Douglas E.Lawson, "Teachers' Marks -- Tragic and
Absurd," The Educational Forum, 4:175-179, January, 1940.
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were taking an extension course in educational tests and

measurements in a German community of southeastern

Illinois. Among them, thirty-five claimed German as

their predominant ancestral nationality; twenty-nine

actually spoke German. Of the forty-one, thirty-eight

were born right there in the same county; and thirty-four

attended the local schools exclusively, from the first

grade through the high school. In fact, all of these

thirty-four graduated from the s~e high school at the

county seat.

Further evidence of the unusual similarity of back

ground and preparation among these forty-one teachers lay

in the fact that, although practically everyone of them

had attended college, not one had yet completed more than

three years above high school and twenty-two of them had,

obtained their college work in the same institution.

Thus, with a remarkably similar background in cul

tural heritage, with almost identical education and

preparation, these forty-one teachers offered an ideal

opportunity for'an investigation of their ability to

grade their pupils reliably.

The first necessary step in the study was the col-

lecting of a, number of examination papers. In SOme cases

actual pupils' answers were secured. In other, the papers
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were specially prepared, with certain factual and technical

errors deliberately made. In one case, a careful effort

was made to prepare the best possible paper that could

pass as an eighth-grade essay on a question in American

literature.

Then, each of the forty-one teachers was given a

mimeographed copy of nine papers that had been selected.

Each answer was to be scored on the basis of 100 per cent

and was to be considered as having been written by the

pupil in a final examination at the close of the year

indicated.

There was no reason for supposing that the teachers

failed to take the work seriously. They did not know

that it was an experiment. They knew that they were to

';\ be graded for their work in the course in tests and

11 measurements; and the ra ting of these pupils' essays was
;i

~..i
'] but one of several tasks to be performed.

r Ranges of from 100 to 40, from 90 to 10, from 100

to 10, and from 95 to 20 were reported after the graders

had submitted their papers.

The experimenter explained the dissimilarity of

those teachers' marks as being perhaps the result of

differing viewpoint, interests, interpretations and
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preferences -- these and perhaps other factors prevent

the reliable grading of pap3 rs.

He suggests that the movement for a wider use of the

new type of objective test has brought splendid results

in the more progressive school syster~ but that the hand

of tradition is heavy and throughout America there are

tens of thousands of teachers who still rely upon their

own SUbjective judgments. He feels that a few years ago

such methods were the best that were available, but today

they c~osely approach pedagogical quackery, and it seems

that, in fairness and honesty to several million school

children, this condition should be remedied at once.

The author of the present study feels that this

present-day study by Lawson adds very little to the prob

lem of teachers' reliability in grading. Mr. Lawson tried

to improve the Starch-Elliott studies by having a homo

geneous group of teachers grade his papers. His idea in

that respect was good; but the fact that only one paper

at a time was graded by each teacher is unscientific and

is not a mormal method of grading. Consequently, the

study adds no more than the Starch-Elliott studies of

1912 and, 1913.



CHAPTER III

MATERIAL USED

The examination which appears in Appendix A of this

study was the material used to obtain the data used. It
.

will be noted that the examination was' as general as

possible, covering various phases of geometry, with dif

ferent types of response represented throughout the

examination. The examination in~luded four proofs each

requiring a different method, inclUding one direct, one

indirect, one analytic, and one synthetic proof; one

construction problem; one question asking for definitions

and identifications; and one question requiring the com

pletion of statements relative to geometric concepts.

The. greater part of this examination is sUbjective.

Problems one and five are absolutely sUbjective because

the pupil is given his choice as to the method of proof.

Problems two and three are also sUbjective, although

each specifies a particular method of proof to be used.

However, the manner in which the pupil attempts the proof

is left to the discretion of the pupil, as is also true

of problems one and five, and this introduces subjec

tiVity. In the case of problems requiring specific
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methods of proof, there is the chance that the pupil,

either through oversight of instructions or through his

own inability to employ the specified method, might have

substituted a method of'proof. It then becomes the

teacher's task to decide how such a problem is to be

graded. The construction problem is sUbjective and since

the construction, without a proof, is all that is re

quired, the method of grading this is quite sUbjec~e;

some teachers will give partial credit for an incorrect

construction while some will give absolutely no credit.

The last two problems of the test are the objective

type. The sixth problem has an element of sUbjectivity

in it because the definitions might be required to be

word perfect by some teachers and some statements sub

mitted might be ambiguous so that the teacher might

wonder' if the pupil really knew the meaning or defini

tion. Although the seventh problem is completion, one

type of objective or new-type examination question, it

too might be regarded as possessing an element of sub

jectivity for the same reasons as mentioned in the case

of problem six.

The examination given was hectographed so that each

pupil had an individual copy of the test at his disposal.

It was deemed advisable in the conduct of this study to
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carryon the investigation under as normal conditions as

possible. Twenty-five examination papers in plane

geometry were procured from a sophomore cla SSe The

pupils of this class were unselected pupils.' Exactly

twenty-five were given the examination.

The examination answers were written in individual

booklets in which there we,re sufficient pages so that the

answer to each question could be written on a separate

page. There were two principal r.easons for doing this.

First l the wear and tear on the papers l if the answers

had been crowded on one or two sheets l would have been

almost too much for them in the prolonged handling by so

many teachers in grading all of the papers. Since each

examination question was written on a separate pagel the

teacher was given the opportunity of grading with ease

the same problem on each of the twenty-five papers be

fore proceeding to the next problem on each paper. This

is considered by many teachers to be a very good proce

dure because the grader has to keep in mind only one

problem at a time and can make her comparisons between

problems much more accurate; and it follows that the

composite scores should be more accurate than when the

papers are scored completely without interruption.,
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These papers, prepared as described above, were

sent out consecutively to teachers of varied lengths of

experience and degrees of skill located in school systems

scattered throughout the state of Indiana. Absolutely no

instructions were given as to how the different elements

were to be scored. A letter of geneTa~ instruction was

given to each teacher before the grading was started. A

copy of this letter appears in Appendix B. In the read

ing of the papers all teachers were cautioned to make no

corrections on the original manuscripts so that the marks

of subsequent readers might be influenced.

In sUbmitting their reports, all teachers were re

quested not only to give the marks in terms of per cent

on the scale of one hundred, but also to designate what

they considered the lowest passing mark. Also the

graders were asked to rank the marks assigned to the

papers. The reports of all the desired information made

by all of the teachers are included in Appendix C. The

importance of grading the papers and of filling out the

especially prepared report shoo ts independently of any

other teacher was stressed.

The data used for this study include the independent

marks of twenty-five teacher. of geometry on twenty-five

papers. Since this represents a total of 625 individual
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grades on paper readings, it is deemed quite sufficient

for the drawing of general conclusions.

It might be claimed that each individual teacher who

graded these examination papers might, under the stress of

this study, give more than usual cgre to the evaluation of

the papers. The possibility of this factor's having a

determining influence on the results is partially offset

by the fact that it is necessary for each teacher to mark

the papers without indicating any corrections on the papers

themselves. Furthermore, teachers occasionally make care

less mistakes in their grading. Such marks are often made

more accurate by a revision of those cases because the

pupils usually return such papers for an explanation of

the penalties. These two possibilities are not to be

considered as suggestions for increasing the deviation

from normal classroom conditions but rather as possibili

ties which bring the situation at hand more closely to

normal conditions.
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PROCEDURE

When the data had been gathered as described previouslYI

the statistical treatment followed. The information of the

marking as reported by the twenty-five, teachers in Appendix C

was compiled for the first part of the treatment in Table I,

page 30.

In the statistical treatment the coefficient of cor-

relation was computed for each teacher's set of marks with

the corresponding set of arithmetic means or averages. In

order to determine the reliability of a given teacher's

marks, it was essential that the most perfect set of marks

obtainable be used in that measurement. Both the arith-

metic mean and the median of the twenty-five marks given

on each pupil paper were found; since in all cases they

were found to be approximately the same, the set of means

or averages was selected as representing the best marks

for the various papers. The reason for this choice was

that the mean would be better for statistical computation

if the writer should later decide to extend the scope of

this study.

The assumption that the average scores represent the

best set of marks obtainable for each set of papers is
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" T.ABIE I

SUMMARY OF1'liE MARKS GIVEN' A SET OF mEIiITY-FIVE
GEOMETRY. PAPERS: BY TWENTY-FIVE TEACHERS ,

" ; Teaoher •
;;' " Average

Paper l' 2 If 4 5,,~ 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18' 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 ,,(Best)
Grade

A 73 48 46 3,7 40 39 31 44 43 33 33 37 30 56 57 30 28 39 45 42 40 45 40 49 58 42.5
B 81 92 83" ~5 79 82 89 75 54 93 83 64 90 89 60 80 80 84 82 82 75 82 84 92 91 81.6
C 89 95 7~ .92 75 93 94 88 93 89 78 92 86 87 94 94 85 90 91 70 90 94 93 96 76 87.9
D 74 66 55-50 57 37 -45 40 42 53 49 40 50 55 54 43 50 47 54 60 45 56 42 55 56 51.0
E 85 79 87 75 85 72,' 71 79 67 82 63 64 80 71 76 73 68 76 74 85 60 76 69 80 78 75..0

F 80 81 9270 70 67 60 66 67 86 71 54 81 70 75 66 76 68 71 92 60 85 72 77 78 72.4
G 85 70 6392 65'65 78 63 69 63 67 64 60 69 7~ 72 65 68,76 68 75 79 68 76' 75 70.9
H 83 89 53 100 50 77 77 80 83 62 93 80 61 91 92 91 83 93- 88 54 75' 98 84 94 83 80.6
I 69 43 50, 34 45 30 46 36 27 27 34 30 24 37 41 34 33 ,31 41 49 35 42 4238 46 38.6
J 80 61 60,67 65 -"43 '41 45 48 38 51 37 35 63 61 51 62'57 63 64 70 78 40 71 63 56.6

co.

K 76 53 48 45 50 45;, 44 46 52 46 51 40 43 47 58 47 44 43 49 52 45 52 4242., 51 48.4
L 72 68 55~45 57 38 31 44 38 54 44 34 52 44' 41 38 36 39 47 55' 65 42 44 46 47, 47~O
M 81 80 6550 60 44;, 44 48 43 69 62 54 63 65 61 71 68 46 64 61 85 59 54 68 59 6180
N 70 44 36 37 30 18 .4,7 42 34 29 44 30 28 43 54 22 28 32' 39 32' 55' 52 32: 28 40 37.8
o 82 70 60 70 65 58 68 71 69 73 71 67 73 76 77 76 60 59 71 66 75 78 73 74 70 70.1

P 72 47 38 50 45 '34' 37 31 34 52 35 40 52 37 36 26 45 31 51 48 40' 39 36 50 34 41.6
Q 81 55 5065 54 49 50 54 49 45 70 61 44 59 67 50 43 58 59 50 '85 64 66 53 61 57.3
R 84 82 75 77 70,6579 80 63 76 77 70 72 82 75 68 69 64 76 71 90 79 78 89' 79 75.6
S 90 90 62' 89 60 75 .. 80 82 83 83 87 87 80 82 93 82 76 85 86 62 80 93 82 88, 79 81.4
T 90 80 80 82 85 86 83 74 85 81 93 83 75 92 87 84 83 81 86 86 95 88 88 90 84 84.8

U 78 68 43 70 40 '56 61 65 57 58 62 61 55 65 80. 54 62 75 68 49 55 77 69 71 80, 62.8
V 77 47 35 45 30 '41 46 48 27 36 42 30 35 44 53 39 37 43 48 29 50 57 36 52 49 43.0
W 93 87 85 95 90 92 90 81 93 95 92 '90 90 87 91 90 78 ,91 90 91 65 96 89 96 96 89.3 ~

X 73 51 40 45 30 40 44 43 45 30 35 45 27 38 47 40 49 47 54 31 45 53 38 58 43 43.6
Y 75 44 65 50 60 42 39 47 58 43 47 45 40 39 60 36 47 53 52 59 55 56 58 42 54 50.6
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based on the mathematical theory of dispersion. Another

technique for computing the correlation coefficient of

teachers' marks was that used by Dr. Shriner1 in which

correlation was found between various pairs of teachers'

marks. This method resulted in lower correlation because

of the imperfections in both sets of marks being used in

each case.

The means were calculated by use of the formula

M· 2:X .•,--
For example, for paper A all of the marks assigned to it

were added together so that the total gave the term 2X.

N is the number of papers, twenty-five. This is the

method employed for calculating the mean for ungrouped

series.

In making the actual computations of the coefficients

of correlation a derived form of the Pearson product

moment formula was used. This derived form for use with

a calculating machine is:

r. N·~y - ~x·Z:l

y [F~x2 - (~x)1D(Niy2 - (~y)2.j

,'The term r xy is the coefficient of correlation between two

lWa1ter O~- Shriner, "The Reliability of Teachers'
Marks," The Mathematics Teacher, 17:426-443, November, 1924.
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items x and y. In this study x represents the grades

assigned to i~each paper by one teacher, and y represents

those found by computation to be the mean or average

best grades. Again referring to Table I, page 30, the

x represents the marks in the columns numbered from one

to twenty-five, and y represents the column of average

(best) grades.

Just for a better understanding of the calculation

procedure of the correlations, s~ppose a calculation be

used as a sample. The number of examination papers, N,

is 25. The sum of the x' s, t:.x, is 1588.00. The sum of

the y's, ~y, is 1551.40. All of the x's were squared

individually, and their sum, ~x2, was 109,424.00. All

of the y's were squared individually, and their sum,

~y2, was 103,255.94. Each x was multiplied by its

corresponding y value, and the sum of all of these

products, Zxy, was 105,938.00. The square of the sum

of all of the x's, (Zx)2, was 2,521,744.00. The square

of the sum of all of the y's, (~y)2, was 2,405,841.96.

Substituting these values in the equation at the bottom

of page 31, we have

rxy = 25xl05,938 - l588x155l.4 ,

)(25Xl09,424 - 2,52l,744)(25xl03,255.94 - 2,405,841.96)
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_~ and this gives the value to rxy, the coefficient of cor-

C relation, of 0.956.
,..

This same method was used to calculate the coeffi

cient of correlation for each of the twenty-tive teachers.

It was desired to know the probable errors of each

correlation c,oefficient. For these· calculations the

-following formula was used:

P.E. r = .6745(1 - r 2 ) •
rr

A sample calculation is not given for this because the

operation is comparatively simple. The r represents the

correlation coefficient and N represents the number of

cases used, which was twenty-five papers.

Merely for the purpose of comparison with the above

set of correlation coefficients, it was decided to calcu

late correlation coefficients for the twenty-five teachers

by using the ranks of the papers. From the original

report sheets submitted by the individual teachers and to

be found in Appendix C of this study, the information for

this purpose was.con~iled as shown in Table II, page 34.

The formula used for these computations was Spear

man's formula based on rank differences,

p =1 - 6~(vx - vy )2
N(N2 - 1)
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SUMMARY OF THE HAl-lAS GIVEN A SET OF T¥Th'NTY-FIVE
GEOMETRY PAPERS BY nmNTY-FIVE TEACHERS

Tea.cher
1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 ]I

20l 23..!. 21k 24!
"1

18~ 22 25 1 22 16 18 23 24t 21i 23 22 2~ 22 2M-
A 2~ 20 20 1~ 2~ 20 16 22B 12 2 4 21 4 4 3 7 13 2 5 9 It 3 1~ 6 4 5 S 5 J 7 41 4 2 4C 4 1 7 4I. 5 . 1 1 1 I I 3 6 1 3 4i 1 1 1 3 1 7 2I. 3 1 It 10 216t

2

1~ 16i 16t
2D 19 15 14t 14i- 22 17 23 20 15 17 18 16 17 17 15 13 21 17i 18 16 17 16E 5l 10 2 9 2- 7 9 6 8! 6 12 9 5! 9 9 8 9! 7 9 4 14t 13 1~ 8 8! 8

2 . ,
13.1- 1 11 6! 8 12 10 8t 4 8~ 13! 4 10 1~ 12 6! 1 J. 1 14..!. 6 9 9 at 9

F 7
'9¥ 1~G sf lIt 10 4! 9 9 7 12 6- 11 11 9 12 11 7 9 11 ~ 7~- 8 af 8! 12 10 11 10H 8 4 IS 1 17* 5 8 4.1- 41 12 1.1- 5 11 2 3 2 2.1. 1 3 IS 81 1 4l 3 4 61~ Is!

2
241

2

24! 23.1.
2

24i l~ 23.1-
I 25 25 1 25 24 24 25 24 24 25 22 23 24 25 la 24 22 241*

17! '"
15-~ 2e>! 2~ t

12t 1~ 2~ 12t
J 16 12'2 13 9 IS 21 18 16 20 14 13ja 14 14 14 10 11 13 15
K 17 18 19 2~ 17L 14 19 1'1 14 17 1&1- 18 18 18' 17 16' 19 1M- 20 17 21 2ot· 18 2* 19 1822i- 1st 14.1- 201 14; 24t 1 19i 14! 191-- 23.1. ?L' 21 19f 21 14 22 20 22 21'2 22 15 121r 23'2' 16 21 21 19lo! 8! lS..1 12 15 19 18.1- 10 r t 1 10 121 t 10 'M- 18 13 12 4i 1515 14 15 13
M &5- 142' ,)¥ 13'2 13'3'23I. 23t 22i 19! ~N 24 24 24 25 14 22 24 191;- 24 23 21 25 .242' 23 25 23 17 '2ot 25 25 24 25111 12t 61 81 "'-

Ie>!
0 9 2 11 9 11 10 9 9 2 7 8 8 8 7 14· 12 9 a-k 1~ 8 11 12 11
P 22% 21t 23 IS! 19l 23 23 25 22! IS 22t 18 14t 241t 25 24 18 24! 19 21 2s* 25 23i 19 25 23Q lot 17 17t 14 16 13 13 13 15 18 10 ll! 17 15 12 15 20 13 15 18 4I. 14 13 17 14 14R 7 6 6 8 st 10 6 4t 10 8 7 6 9 6.1- lot 11 8 11 7.1- 6 2! at 7 6 6.1- 7S 2.1- 3 11 6 12 6 5 2 4.1- 5 4 3 s! 6; 2 5 6.1- 4 41 11 6 4 6 7 sI 521 2

21 41
T at 5 7 2! 3 4 8 3 7 I..!. 4 7 1 5 4 6 3 1 5 3 5 3 32

U 15
,

21 11
"1

12 11 11 13t llt 12.1- 12~ 19! 12 1~ 12! "5 12
13I 21'2 12 13 13 6 13 8 12 17V 16 21'2 25 2~ 24 18 Is! 14! 24.1. 21 21 24 2M- 19I. 21 19 21 19! 21 25 19 16 231 18 20 21W 1 6 3 2X 1 2 2 3 If 1 3 2 11- 41 4 3 5 2 2 2 12t 2 2 It 1 120t If 2

22t 15.1-
2

lsi 1
x 19 22 20£ 24 19 19 21 17 23 24 23 22 18 IS 162' 24 21 19 22 15 23 20 (J.JY 18 23i ak lS'2 12 17 22 16 11 19 18 15t 19 22 Is} 21 17 15 18 14 1'1 17t 14 22t 18 17 IP>'"
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where Vx and Vy are the ranks of the x and y ter.ms,

respectively, and N is the number of cases, twenty-five.

The vy term, shown as M in the last column of

Table II, page 34, was found as the mean was found in

Table I, page 30; in this instance, however, the mean was

in each case reduced to the nearest-whole number so that

the set of averages or means was a ·li-st of whole numbers

ranging from one to twenty-five.

All computations have been checked for accuracy and

it is felt that the numerical results as reported in this

study are correct.



CHAPTER V

THE RESULTS

The results of the 'different readings made by the

twenty-five teachers on the set of sophbmore examination

papers in geometry, compiled from the individual teacher

reports found in Appendix C, are to be found in terms of

their per cent marks in Table I, page 30, along with the

computed means or averages for each paper.

The first column of Table I, page 30, gives the

pupil papers according to an alphabetical arrangement

from A to Y, inclusive. Columns one to twenty-five,

inclusive, give the per cent grades assigned to the

correspomding papers by the various teachers as desig

nated in the headings by numbers assigned to the teachers

when the list of twenty-five was arranged in alphabetical

order. The last column gives the arithmetic means for

the papers. As previously stated, these sets of mean

grades were used as the best marks obtainable for the

papers.

The results of the different readings made by the

twenty-five teachers on the papers, compiled from the

individual teacher reports found in Appendix C, are to



,,1 be found in terms of their ranking'marks in Table II,

1 page 34, along with the computed means or averages for

each pap:! r.

The first column of Table II, page 34, gives the

pupil papers according to an alphabetical arrangement

from A to Y, inclusive. Columns one- to twenty-five, in

clusive, give the ranks ass~gned to the corresponding
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papers by the various teachers as designated in the head

ings by the numbers given each teacher when the list of

their names was arranged in alphabetical order. The last

column gives the arithmetic means for the papers. As

previously stated, these mean grades were used as the

l:>~~t marks obtainable for the papa rs and were reduced

to the nearest whole numbers ranging from one to twenty

five, inclusive.

Table III, page 38, presents sunrraaries of important

relationships based on the per cent marks as given in

Table I, page 30, and on the ranks as given in Table II,

page 34. The first column of Table III, page 38, desig-

nates the teacher; the second column gives the coeffi-

cient of correlation between the teacher's set of marks

and the best set; the third column gives the probable

error of the correlation coefficient; the fourth column

gives the lowest possible passing grade as indicated by
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TABLE III

SUMMARY OF THE RELATIONSIlIPS:', BA$ED 6iT TIlE MARKS
GIVEn TY'IEllTY-FIVE GEOMlfTRY :Ex.AJ:4~NATioN P~

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING~TO TEACHERS
1·2 -.; - -

CN
0>

. ,

.918

.928

.787

.937

.819

.964

.850
.930
.896
.910

.946

.930

.898

.942

.812

.955

.938

.949

.972

.828

.762

.929

.948

.945

.925

Correlation
with Set of

,Average
Ranks

;";.'

Per Cent
of Pupils

'Passed

"

84~

64%
88%
84%
88%

68% '
80%
12%
76%
84%

60%
9/3%
52;~

80%
76~~

..~

96%
76%
88%
88%
72%

).-- 1 ";)

;:.: 48%
48%
92%
40%
92%

24,
19
22
22~

18

12
12::
23':
10'
23'

21
16,
22
21
22 ..

17
20
18
19
21

15
24
13
20
19

Number
of Pupils,
Passed

40%
4%

48%
20%
24%

32;~

20%
28%
24%,"
1610

, 4%·
24%
12%
12%

:·28%' , I

;}52%'
. 52%:

.,. 8%-
',60%

8%,'

,'161-
" 36%

12%.
, 16%"
c-<12%

Per cent
of Pupils

Failed

1
6
3
3
7

~)

8
5'
7,· '
6
4

4
9:
3,

4
3<

13~

I3'')
Ze'

15:
2

10'
1

12
5
6

(-.

"N~ber
of Pupils'

Failed

70
51
40
45
50

50
60
40
60
30

42
42
30
43
47

43
43
45
50
48

60
42
65
49
51

Lowest
Passing

Grade
Indicated

.018

.019

.052

.020

.047

.013

.015

.023

.011

.029

.008

.020

.013

.023

.015

.009

.015

.013

.004

.04.-4

.058

.016

.011

.012

.017

Probable
Error

.930

.927

.785

.923

.808

.969

.924

.948

.912

.943

.949

.941

.911

.956

.888

.967

.940

.948

.984

.820

.752

.939

.962

.953

.936

Correlation
with Set of

Average
Grades

1
2
;S
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

Teacher
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each teacher; the fifth column gives the number of pupils

failed by each teacher; and the sixth column gives the

corresponding per cent of the pupils failed; the seventh

column gives the number ,of pupils passed by each teacher"

and the eighth column gives the corresponding per cent of
-

the pupils passed; the ninth column gives the coefficient

of correlation between the teacher's set of ranks and the

mean or average ranks.

TableT:V" page 40, gives the 'Variations in the ranges

of the marks assigned to the papers by the twenty-five

teachers. The first column lists the papers; the second

column gives the highest grade given to each paper; the

third column gives the lowest grade given to each paper;

the fourth column gives the range or difference between

the highest and the lowest grades assigned to each paper.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

Among the outstanding facts revealed from a study of

the data presented in the foregoing tabl~s are the fol-

lowing:

1. The reliability of the various teachers' marks

for the set of geometry examination papers is very high.

As shown in Table III, page 38, the marks of only

five teachers correlated less than 0.900 with the best

set, and all correlations were above 0.750. The median

correlation coefficient was 0.917 based on grades and

0.903 based on ranks, and the probable errors were com-

paratively small.

2. While the degree to which teachers can and do

determine the relative value of papers within a set of

twenty-five is quite high, they differ widely in deter

mining the arbitrary standard for passing or failing

pupils.

Although the correlations were found to be high,

which means that teachers assign marks so as to give

papers their proper ranks within a set, Table III, page 38,

shows that one teacher considered fifteen of the geometry

papers as being below passing standard while two teachers
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limited the failures to one. This last finding brings

out a very important feature of measurement. The fault

does not lie in the inability of teachers to give the
. .

proper comparative values to a set of pupil papers. The

main trouble lies in the choosing of a sufiable arbitrary

mark to be designated as the passing-grade.

The frequent listing of the arbitrary 70 or 75 as the

passing grade in previous studies referred to in Chapter II

of this study is not so apparent in this study. The pass

ing grades as shown in Table III, page 38, vary as greatly

and widely as the teachers marks on the papers themselves.

With the passing grades varying from 30 to 70 per cent, it

might be assumed that teachers of the present tLme are

taking into consideration in their grading of papers the

distribution of the marks, the difficulty of the examina-

tion, and the composition of the class membership. The

difficulty in determining an arbitrary standard or passing

mark is equally as great in the case of objective tests

as in the case of the so-called sUbjective tests. This

is a point that has long been overlooked in most of the

discussions of the relative merits of the new and old

type of examination.

3. The set of lowest marks given by the combined

teachers in geometry and even the set of highest marks
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to a somewhat lesser degree would each constitute a very

reliable set of marks for the set of papers.

The correlation of the sets of highest and lowest

marks of the papers, with its corresponding average or

best set was found to be 0.946: for the lowest and 0.955

for the highest. An examination of the 'data in Table I,

page 30, will reveal the fact that most of the highest

marks for each set were contributed by a few teachers

who were uniformly high in their grading, while the

lowest marks were contributed by a few teachers who were

uniformly severe in their marking. This difference among

teachers as to a degree of severity with which they uni

formly mark papers even though giving the papers the

same relative rank is illustrated very clearly by the

range differences given in Table IV, page 40.

Attention is called to the fact that in spite of the

high correlations found in this study, Table IV, page 40,

gives the range of marks assigned to the pape rs and re

veals that in the case of paper N this range is as much

as 52 per cent. This difference is about as great as

any found by Starch and Elliott in their studies.

It is recognized that an examination should make a

normal distribution of marks, yet the data in support of
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this thesis show. a great variety among teachers in regard

to range and distribution of marks. The range of values

assigned to different papers within a set varies greatly,

but the range is greater in the case of the poorer papers.

The better grades are more compact and have small ranges

between them; the poorer grades are more scattered and

have larger ranges between them. Probably this helps to

account for the fact that teachers are getting away from

the practice of marking papers against a predetermined

passing mark. A passing mark is selected for each new set

of papers marked, after an inspection of the distribution

of the poorer papers.

When Starch and Elliott made their study, they con

cluded that teachers' marks are unreliable because of the

great range of marks assigned to a single paper by a

number of different graders. This present study indi

cates that teachers' marks are quite reliable; the corre

lations give mathematical proof. The correlations men

tioned refer both to those based on raw scores and to

those based on ranks. The correlations in each case

differ negligibly; however, the ones based on raw scores

are somewhat higher. Yet in spite of these high correla

tions, the range of grades assigned to anyone paper from

the set is as great, almost, as was true in the case of
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the Starch and Elliott study in which only one paper was

used.
I

This shows the fallacy of drawing valid conclusions

relative to the reliability of teachers' marks on the

basis of a single paper evaluation. If a teacher is a

high grader, she marks all of her paper.s higher by, per

haps unconscicusly, employing the comparison factor; the

same thing applies to a-low grader. Previous investiga-

tors were amazed by a wide range of marks assigned to a

single paper. This range loses its significance when it

is compared with its full set of papers.

General Conclusions

In order to understand and appreciate the relation

that the results of the study in the previous section

bear to the matter of high school and college measure

ment, it is well to begin with a brief survey of the

measurement situation.

Measurement in education has always been recognized

as a legitimate part of the teaching process. Prior to

the beginning of the eighteenth century practically all

examinations were given orally. The first written

examinations are said to have been introduced by Trinity

College, Cambridge, in 1702, and by the close of the
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century, they had practically replaced the formal oral

examination in all schools and colleges. Thus the written

examination has remained as an essential part of school

procedure for more than a century.

It is only during comparatively recent times that the

value of the written examination has "been seriously ques

tioned. These criticisms have been extremely valuable in

that they have" disturbed the sense of security which the

examination enjoyed for so many years and have forced its

defenders to analyze and evaluate its aims, values,

materials, and methods.

The appearance of new types of examinations has intro

duced many new issues into the controversy. Attention has

been shifted from the original question to a consideration

of the relative merits of these new types as compared with

the traditional thesis type. The result of these two dis

cussions and the multitude of conflicting opinions and

arguments has been to leave the average teacher badly con

fused. At the one extreme is the teacher who assumes that

the written examination is an infallible index of the

pupil's achievement and makes it the end of all teaching.

At the other extreme is the teacher who takes her own

effic-iency as well as the progress of her pupils for

granted and either refuses to give an examination or pre

pares and rates it carelessly, with the excuse that the
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scores are inaccurate and of little value. Again, we

have on hand the teacher who considers the new type of

examination a dangerous innovation, while on the other

hand is the teacher who considers it the final solution

for all problems in educational measurement.

To enter into a detailed discuss~on relative to the

merits of an examination in general would be to go beyond

the scope of this study; however, some of the best psycho

logical and pedagogical opinions hold that written exami

nations, if properly prepared and administered, can be

made to serve the following ends:

1. They furnish an effective means of inducing pupils

to study.

2. They require a careful review of the subject and

a logical organization of sUbject matter that has often

been learned in separate units.

3. They provide a valuable experience for the pupil

in the actual writing by giving him training in clear

thinking and expressing and making him conscious of

shortcomings.

4. They serve as a valuable measure of achievement

and progress.

5. They enable the teacher to discover the individual

needs and weaknesses of the pupils.
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6. They enable the teacher to evaluate methods and

policies' and to measure her own efficiency.

7. They enable administrative officials to measure

relative efficiency of different teachers, classes,

methods, and policies.

Written examinations, however, i~ they are to serve

the above mentioned ends, must have both validity and

reliability. In other words, they must measure what it

is desired that they measure, and .the results must have

a high degree of accuracy.

The problem of examinations becomes extremely com

plicated when we view it in connection with the field of

higher education. Some would have us believe that in time

we shall have standardized tests available for use in each

of the SUbjects of the high school and college, and that

only such a type of examination can satisfy both the

above criteria, viz., that the examination have both

validity and reliability. This theory is questionable.

The use of standardized tests in the elementary schools

has increased by 'leaps and bounds, but this is not true

for the secondary schools and colleges. Yet, this dif

ference is not due to a dearth of standardized tests, at

least not in the high school. There are as many, if not

more, standardized tests for high school subjects than
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for elementary school subjects. One has only to survey

the list to convince himself of this fact.

It might be well at this point to call attention to

a number of specific limitations to which standardized

tests are subjected when applied to higher education:

1. The variety and complexity of tbe sUbject matter

in the high school and college make "it increasingly dif

ficult to obtain agreement in regard to details of the

educational objectives sought. V~ile agreement on general

objectives is highly desirable, there is much question as

to whether or not uniformity on minute details ought to

be encouraged.

2. Independent semester or term courses do not lend

themselve~ well to diagnostic testing and remedial teaching.

In the elementary school, pupils pursue a few main SUbjects

continuously over a period of several years. In such

fields there is splendid opportunity for diagnostic test

ing before the learning period is over. Here, standard

diagnostic tests would naturally flourish. In the high

school and still-more in the college, teachers must make

this diagnosis in other ways.

3. Another limitation, and a most serious one, is

placed upon the -measurement of achievement in higher

education by the na.tureof the outcomes of instruction.

In the elementary school, skills and memorized fa.cts are
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prominent among the desired outcomes. In higher education

it is more important that the student develop continuity

of thought, ability to organize and relate a series of

ideas, ability to express his view and formulate judgments

on his own initiative.

Since it is fairly eviden t that-the panacea of all

high school and college measurement ills is not to be

found in the future use of standardized tests, it becomes

necessary to further investigate o.ther types of e,xamina

tions.

It is not necessary to make a complete analysis of

the various forms of new-type objective tests. Any think

ing person acquainted with them will recognize their

merits and shortcomings. Without doubt, there are certain

courses in both secondary and collegiate education which

lend themselves well to wide use of these new tests.

However, it is a serious mistake to think that the new

type tests can fully usurp the place of the traditional

thesis type. In order to permit objective scoring, the

former must of necessity be more or less limited to

isolated and narrowly limited individual elements of

sUbject matter.

Again, it is a mistake to take for granted that

the aveIRge teacher can prepare a more valid new-type
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test than one of the old essay type. In fact, it seems

reasonable to assume that it would be easier to select

ten or twelve outstanding discussion topics based on the

chief objectives of a course as an essay exam5.nation,

than to select several hundred or more limited elements

in proper proportions so as to consti~ute an equally

valid objective test.

Moreover, the difficulty which teachers experience

in adequately determining a standard or passing mark on

the old type test as sho~n in the foregoing experiment

is in no way removed by the use of non-standardized

objective tests. This situation in the case of the old

type test has been the cause of most of the criticism

directed against the test. What has been too long

overlooked is this equally serious fault in the case

of the new test.

In all probability a well-balanced use of both the

old essay and the new objective tests is needed in the

measurement of high school and college achievement. By

using more care in determinihg standards through a

reasonable check on grade distributions, teachers in

both high schools and colleges can do much to remove

the most serious error in present measurement practice.
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Plane Geometry Examination

1. Prove: In the same circle or equal circles equal
chords have equal cen~ral angles and equal arcs.

2. Prove by the indirect· method: If two angles of a
triangle are unequal, the sides opposite these
angles are unequal and the side opposite the greater
angle is the greater.

3. Prove by the analytic method: The midpoint of the
hypotenuse of a right triangle is equidistant from
the three vertices.

4. Draw a line AB four inches long and by construction
divide it into three equal parts. (You need not
list the steps or give the proof.)

5. If in triangle ABC, median AD is drawn forming an
acute angle ADB, prove AC is greater than AB.

6. Identify Qr define.· the following:

a. (N-2) straight angles
N

b. Opposite proposition
c. Concentric circles
d. Mingr arc
e. 3'60

rr
7. Complete: (Write only the omitted part of the state

ment. )

a. The sum of the interior angles of a polygon of
---------_.

b. If unequals are substracted from equals the

---------_.
c. The short side of a right triangle having a

thirty-degree angle is •

d. Any point on the bisector of an angle is
•----------

e. The chord of a sixty-degree central angle is
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Laboratory School
Terre Haute, Indiana
September 25, 1939

Dear Teacher:

This experiment is being conducted by the-undersigned
at Indiana State Teachers College, Terre. Haute, Indiana,
for the purpose of determining the. reliability of
teachers' marks.

A number of former experiments have been conducted for
the same purpose. Starch and Elliott sent out to dif
ferent teachers for grading one or. two student papers.
The results showed a wide range of variation of the
marks assigned to the same paper, and this fact led
to a supposition that teachers' marks are unreliable.

The writer feels that this grading was not made under
normal conditions because papers are usually marked in
groups. Therefore, a study by Shriner has been more
closely followed. For this study twenty-five unselected
papers have been taken from a sophomore class in the
sUbject of plane geometry.

It is hoped that at least twenty-five different teachers
can be enlisted to grade each of the papers in the set.
It is extremely important that each teacher who cooper
ates in this investigation will realize th~ importance
and necessity of grading the papers and of making out
the accompanying report blank independently of any
other teacher. The names of the individual teachers
sUbmitting will be held absolutely confidential and
only final results will be published.

Your cooperation in this study by marking these papers
will be sincerely appreciated.

Very truly yours,

C. Daniel Overholser
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Graded by

Name, _

Address ....,-_

56Teache r No. 1

B.El?ORT OF GBADES -r GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1) (2) (}) (4)
Paper Number Rank - Grade Lor18st Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... J.O,~ • ••••• • t .•• 13 % 10 %
Paper ] ·......... p. ·......... g/ %
Paper C ·......... tf- ·......... 6'9 %
Paper D ·......... /9 ·... '...... 14 %
Paper E ·......... !i.!i ·......... ?s %
Paper F ·......... 13.5 ·.......... 80 %
Paper G ·~ ........ 5.S ·......... 85 %
Paper H ·......... S ·......... ~3 %
Paper I ·......... :2S" ·......... 109 %
Paper J ·......... /3.S ·......... ~O %
Paper K ·.......... 17 ·......... ](, ct.

/'-1

Paper L ·......... ).1.S ·......... 7:1 d/..
/-

Paper M ·......... /0.5 ·...' ...... 8/ %
Paper lIT ·......... 2'1 ·" ........ 70 %
Paper 0 ·......... 9 ·......... g~ %
Paper P ·......... 2:1.$' ·......... 7~ %---=::-...;Paper Q ·......... ID.S" ·.. " .. '.... ~ ( %
Paper R ·......... ? ·......... 8J/- %
Paper S ·......... ~·S ·......... 90 %
Paper T ).5 qo ~·.......... ·......... /')

Paper U o' ••••••••• /5 ·......... 7$ t;S
I

Paper V ·..... " ... (, ·...... " .. 17 %
Paper VI ·......... ~ ·......... 13 c,;;

I

Paper X ·...... " .. ;'b~.5 ·......... 73 ~;
Paper Y ·........ " f8 15 '6·......... I

'\,

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per" cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

! l'Jote: The purpose of having tho name and address of tho teacher grading" the
papers is merely to facilitate in sonding the results of the experiment
when compiled to tho toacherfree of charge.
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as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.
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(4)
Lowest Passing Grado

5/ %

· .
· ' ..

· .

· .

· .

· .

· .

· '..

· .· .

· .

· .

· .
· .

· .· .

· .

· .· .

· .

· .

· .

· .

· .

'reacher No. 2

1

15
10

__3_
~,S

13.S
:2I.S'
5

Graded by

19

Name_-,-. , _

Address, ---,_

--"..:::.g~,- ••••••••••
13.5'
~,5

:13.5
".S
~/.5

/7

,"

,
:REPORT OF GRADES -~ GJroMEI'RY PAPERS

The purpose. of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending tho results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge.

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A •.........
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F .
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H ...••..••.
Paper I •.........
Paper J •••••••..•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper 1 .
Paper M ......•.••
Paper N ••••••••••
Paper 0 ••••.•••••
Paper P •..•••••••
Paper Q. ••••••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
Pap~r S ...•.•••••
Paper T ••••••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W •. 01 •••••••

Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••

r

~' l'iote:

~..



'Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facili tate in sending' the results of tho experiment
when compi1od to the teacher free of chargo.

Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.
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(4)
Lo~est Passing Grado

I/o %

Name . _

Address, -

Teacher No. 3

(2) (3) -
Rank -Grado
;(0 ·." " "." " .. 'is %

J/ " " " " " " " " " . 93 %
1 " " ". " , " " " " " 73 %

/1 S" ·" ." " " ." " " ss3
J.. " " " " " , " " " " ~7 %,

" " " " " " " " .. " 2~ %
10 " " " " " " " " " " '3 %
n " " " " " " " " " " 53 %
17.s' " " " " " " " " ." 50 %
/2.5 " " " " ,,', " " " " "0 %
11 " , " " " " " " " " 1/S' %
N.'S " " " " " " " " " " 55 %
g.5' " " " " " " " " " " 's J

.2..'!- " " " " " " " " " " 34 %
1~.5 " " " " " " " " " " ,",0 <1,

---'
.:23 ·" " " " " " " " " ~LJo
17·5 " " " " " " " " " " 50 ~I
I,

" " " " " " " " " " 1S- %
1/ ·" " " " " " " " " ~;l. %
5 " " " " " " ." " , gO %

':1./ '1-3 d.
" " " " " " " " " " /0

.25 " " " " "." " " " 35 %
3 " " " " " " " " " " ss %
.2~ " " " " " ..... J!-O '76
8,s- ·......... --n--;b

mPORT OF GRADES --; GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper ] ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D •.•.•.••.•
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G •.•••••••.
Paper H ."""""""""
Paper I .
Paper J •..•••...•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper 1 .
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper N ••••••••••
Paper 0 ••••••••••
Paper P •...••••••
Paper Q, ••••••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
Paper S •.••••••••
Paper T •....•..••
Paper U """"""""".
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ."""""""""
Paper Y """"""""."



Name----_._--------------

.0: Instructions:
.1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in eval~~ting

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.
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Graded by

Teacher No. 4

REPORT OF GRADES _..., GJroMEr.RY PAPERS

Address, _

The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papors is merely to facilitate in sending tho results of the experiment
when compiled to tho teacher free of charge.

(1) (2) (J) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grado LO\10st Passing Grade

Paper A :23.S" .3'1 <1. '15 %·......... ·...... .... 7D
Paper B ·......... .1.5 ·......... 95 ~
Paper C ·.. , ...... J./.6 ·......... 92. %
Paper D ·......... ".S ·......... $0 %
Paper E ·......... q ·......... ?S %
Paper F ·......... II ·......... 70 %
Paper G ·......... tJ.9' ·......... 1;1. %
Paper H ·......... I ·......... 100 %
Paper I ·......... <25 ·......... .31 %
Paper J ·......... /3 ·......... /p7 %

. Paper K ·" ........ :l0.S- ·......... L/5 %
Paper 1 ·......... (J.o.f ·......... 1./-5 %
Paper M ·......... ".~ ·......... So %
Paper 1'1 ·......... ,23S ·......... --n.3
Paper 0 ·......... 1/ ·......... 70 %
Paper P ·......... ".S' ·......... ..J..LJ{,
Paper Q ·......... 14- ·......... 55 %
Paper R ·......... g ·......... 17 %
Papor S ·......... l, ·......... $'1 %
Paper T ·......... 7 8;1, d'~·......... I"
Paper U " 70 d..·......... ·......... ! /0

Paper V .20.5 Jl5 6Z·......... ·......... ,0
Paper VOl " ........ ';.S- ·......... 9S "0I

Paper X ·......... :z0.5 ·......... LIS %
Paper Y ·......... ,'.5 ·......... 50 %

~Note:"t·



The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is meroly to facilitate in sending the re~u1ts of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargo.

1;' Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the ralik of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etcn
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) ir.dicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Address. ~ __'_:_

I
.... 1

l
1

I
I
:1

j

I
I
I
j
1
I

I
Q
I
~
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(4)
Lo~est Passing Grade

50 «6____I

Name. . _

Graded by

Teacher No. 5

(2) (3)
Bank Grade
:11.S ·.......... 1-/0 %

tI- ·......... 79 %
5 ·.........~

14-·5 ·......... 57 %
:1,5 ·......... ~5 ~I
6,,5 ·., ....... 10 t1.,,,

'1 ·......... (p5 %
/1. 5' ·......... Q'o %
,q.5' ·......... 1S" %
q ·........ ., "s %

/1,5' ·......... 50 c!.
'"I tJ., 5' ·......... 51 %

/2- ·......... {po %
:ly. ·......... 30 %

q ·......... ("s"" %
19·5 .......... 'IS %
/-lp ·......... 51 %
(,. S- ·......... ~J

/2- ·......... (PO %
:l.S ·......... gS 1b

,1/.5 J/-() c1..·......... ,cO

24 30 (J1·......... /0

I ·......... 90 %
:1-&1- ·......... 30 %
/i (pO f:b·......... I

REPORT OF GRADES --, GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ll •••••••••

Paper G .......•..
. Paper H .
Paper I •.....•...
Paper J .........•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper L ....••••.•
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper N ..•..•.•••
Paper 0 .
Paper P .
Paper Q. ••••••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
Paper S ••••••••••
Paper T ••••••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••



Teacher No.6

RE?ORT OF GRADES,- ... ·GIDMErRY PAPERS
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Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of· each paper: i.e •• 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in eva1~~ting

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grade LO\10st Passing Grado

Paper A ·......... .;zO ·..... '.... ~'J % 50 ~IPaper :s • •• 4 •••••• If ·......... ~J. %
Paper C ·......... I ·......... '13 %
Paper D " 31 %·......... ,2.'1-- ·.........
Paper E 7 7J. ~·......... ·.... , .... IV

Paper F ·......... 8 ·......... (,1 c1vI

Paper G ·......... <J ·......... 'Go %
Paper H ·.......... S ·.......... 11 %
Paper I ·......... ;Jlf ·......... 30 %
Paper J ·......... /b ·......... Lf3 %
Paper K ·......... It! ·......... t/S %
Paper L ~I 3Z 4·......... ·......... >~..
Paper M ·......... /5" ·......... flf %
Paper N ·......... J5 ·......... /8 %
Paper 0 ·......... /I ·......... S9 1,___I

Paper P ·......... .23 ·......... -l~
Paper Q ·......... /3 ·......... '19 %
Paper R ·......... (O ·......... '5 %
Pa,per S ·......... <e ·......... 15" %
Paper T 3 &l.. &·......... ·......... '0

Paper U IJ. Sc, d·......... ·......... /0

Paper V /3 If' c1..·......... ·......... /0

Paper W ). ·......... 9J. C;;·......... 1

Paper X ·......... /9 ·......... '!-o %
Paper Y 17 tf2. (.'·......... ·......... /0

Graded by

Name _

Address -'-- _

Hate: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge.



Note: The purposo of having the name and address of the teachor grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge.

Instructions: ,
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3a In .column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the 'per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Graded by

62

(4)
Lowest Passing Grado

t,0 ~
-....;::;-.-_/

Name, _

Address_· "'-- _

'reacher No. 7

(2) (3)
Rank Grade

:1.1-1. S ~f d!.·...... '... 70

.3 ·......... ~9 %
1 ·......... 94- %

/7 ·......... 153
q ·......... 1/ %

/6 ·......... (Po %
1 ·.,. ....... 18 %
S' ·......... 11 %

/5.5 ·......... J./G %
JI ·......... 1/ %
1'1 ·'......... i/4 ~I
;.«/.5 ·......... Sf ¢..

/-

I? ·......... 'II/-- %
-L'i..- ·......... 1f1 %

I~ ·......... "F %
~3 ·.......... ~1..-.10
/3 ·......... £0 %
" ·......... 19 %
S- ·......... 8Q %
L/ g3 If{·......... ;:)

II ·......... " %
15.5 ·......... 4(.. %
~ ·......... qo %

1'1 ·......... tfl(- %
J'- ·......... 31 %

RE?ORT OF GRADES ...... GJroJiAErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ...•......
Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H ••••••••••
Paper I •...•.••..
Paper J ••••.••.••
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper L •..•••••••
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper N ••••••••••
Paper 0 .
Paper P •..•••••••
Paper Q, ••••••••••
Paper R •.••••••••
Pap,er S ••••••••••
Paper T •.........
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••



Instructions: .
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in eval~~ting

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the 'per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to tho toucher free of chargo.

Graded by

63

(4)
Lowest Passing Grado

4-0 %

Address _

Name, _

Teache r No. 8

(2) (3)
Bank Grade
'9,S ·...... '... 11- %
1 15" ot.·......... 70
I ·......... gg %

.13 ·......... I/o %
it 19 ot.·......... /0

10 ·..... .'... '" %
(;1. I ••••••••• (.,3 %
¥.S- t ••••••••• gO %

;1 ·......... 3" C1,
/",g ·.........

~f
%

11 ·......... %
19.5 ·......... l/tf %
1'-1.5 ·......... 11 %
:l2. ·......... 42" %
q ·......... 71 %

2.5 ·......... .-2..LJ
I;' ·......... 54 %
l/,S ·......... ~O %
.;z ·......... g'.l %
g ·......... 74- er,
If ·......... "S: ~I
Ill,S" ·......... +g %

B ·......... 8'1 %
21 ·......... tj5 %
/ez ·......... '/7 ~b

REl?ORT OF GRADES ...... GIDMEI'RY P1Il'ERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H ••••••••••
Paper I .
Paper J •.•.••...•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper L •..•••••••
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper 111 ••••••••••
Paper 0 ......•...
Paper P •.••••••••
Paper Q, ••••••••••
Paper R •.••••••••
Pap,er S •.••••••••
Paper T •••.••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ........•.
Paper W •..•••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••

Hote:



Graded by

Address, _

Name _

64Teacher No.9

REPORT OF GRADES '1"- GJroMErRY P.AJ?ERS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Bank Grade Lorr8st Passing Grado

Paper A ·........... I~,~ ·...... '... Jf~ % /:'0 %I
Paper :s • ... 4t ........ /3 ............... 5"1/· %
Paper C ·.. , ....... 1,$ ·........... 93 %
Paper D • •• III •••••• ;lQ ·.......... 4~ %
Paper E • •• 0 •••••• 5.S- ·.......... fcl %

/

Paper F CI .......... 8·S ........ .. '.... '1 %
Paper G ·.................. (P.S ................... (P9 %.
Paper H .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.S ................... 8'3 %
Paper I .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. )L/,5' .................... ~7 %
Paper J .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. /lo .................... 48 %
Paper K .............. Ii .... IJ!. .. ...... e .......... 5~ ~
Paper L .................. ;ll .. .............. It .. 38 %
Paper M -l.S...£ 1./8 ~1.................... .. .................. 70
Paper 111 .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. '~M_ .................... alf %
Paper 0 .................... res .. .................. t,'l %
Paper P .................... ,:),2.5: ,. ................. 3'!- a6_I.-...../
Papor Q .. .. .. 0 ............ IS ................. 'I CJ %
Paper R ·......... /0 ·......... t, 3 %
Papor S ·......... 1/.$' ·......... 83 %
Pap'or T .3 8'5 ~i·......... • •••••• III •• F
Papor U ·......... {~ ·......... 57 %

I

Papor V ·......... 2¥·S' ·......... ;).7 %
Paper W ·......... /.S ·......... 13 %I
Paper X ·......... 17 ·......... --!12.._%
Papor Y ·......... -1_'-- • •• Ii •••••• 58 5;'

Instructions:
,

1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so
as to indicate errors for the next teacher.

2. In column (2) indicate the ralik of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for
the second best, etc,

3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating
the papers.

4. In column (4) indicate the 'per cent mark that you would consider as the
lowest passing mark or grade.

Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teachor grading tho
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargoe



Note: The purpos9 of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargo.

Ins truetions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the oriGinal manuscripts 'so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etco
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Graded by

65

(4)
1o~est Passing Grade

30 c<{;____,1

Address -'--__

Name . . _

Teacher No. 10

( 2) (3)
Rank - Grade
:l:2, ·.. " .. ,,'. -. '. 33 %
~ " " " ." " .... 93 %
.3 , " ." ." ." " . ~q %

/5 ·, ...... " , 5"3 %

" ·.... " " " ..- ~j ~I
tI- • • t •• " .'. " " 8{, 1-,v
II ·, . " " .. " " " '3 %
/t.. a " ••• " " " " " G,1 1;
:J.S' ·." " " " " " " " :J.1 %
;10 " " ." " " " " ... 38 %
17 " ." ." ." ... " tire ~

I'"

-1..1._ 5J/. -<1

" " " " " " " " ." >~,

_LL_ " " ... " " " " " "1 %
~..!L_ " .. " " " " " ." a'i %

'1 ·" " " " " .. " " 13 %
-.L!e_ ... " .. ' " " " . " S~ "G__...!!::...-..J

IS " ." " .. " " ... 1f5 %
8 ·" " " " .." ." " 74 %
5 " " .. " ." " ." g3 %
rz 81 if!.·" " " ." " " " " '"/3 " " " " " " '. " " , £8 %

/

;1./ 310 (f[.. -.......... 1°

I ·......... '}S c0I

.23 ·......... 30 %
/'1 '1-3 (.'·......... ,b

REPORT OF GRADES .,.- GEOMErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B • 0 0 •••• 0 0 •

Paper C •• o••••• 0 •

Paper D • 0 • 0 ••••••

Paper E •••• 0 •••••

Paper F 0 •••••••••

Paper G ." .....•..
Paper II 0 0 •••• 0 0 ••

Paper I 0 •••••••••

Paper J "."" .• "..•
Paper K o. 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0

Paper 1 .... 0 •••••

Paper M ••• 0 • 0 • 0 ••

Paper No .•.• 0 • 0 ••

Paper 0 • 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0

Paper Po. 0 •••• 0 ••

Papor Q, ••••••••• "
Papor R •• 0 ••••• 0 •

Paper S •..••• 0 0 0 0

Pap'or T •••.•••• 00

Papor U ••••• 0 •• 0 •

Paper V 0 •• ' ••••••

Paper Yi " 0 •••• 0 ••

Papor X .. ".""" ...
Paper Y •••• 0 0 ••• 0



Graded by

Address, -

Name, _

66Teacher No. 11

REPORT OF GRADES or" GJroMErRY PAPERS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Rank: - Grado Lowest Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... 25 ·...... '... .33 ~ If:?. %
Paper :B o ••••••••• 5 ·......... 83 %
Paper C • •••••• ',a •

, ·...... , .. 7$ %
Paper D ·..... , ... {1 ·......... q9 %
Paper E /2 ,,~ df.·......... ·......... /0

Paper F ·.......... $,5 • '•••• • t- ••• 7 , 4-
I"

Paper G • ••••• '.t •• 1I ·......... --DJPaper H ·......... I.S ·......... '1"2 %
Paper I ·......... ;).11 ·......... -2..!iJ
Paper J ·......... /5.5 ·......... 5' %Paper K ·......... /5.S ·......... 5"1 %
Paper L ·......... ('1.$ ·...... " .. #cf ct.

I"

Paper M ·......... /~.5 . ·......... ~y %
Paper N ·......... (q,,> ·......... q~ %
Paper 0 ·......... f.$ ·......... -:lJJ
Paper P ·......... ~~.5 ·......... ~Lfo
Paper Q ·, ........ /0 ·......... 70 %
Paper R ·......... 7 ·......... '11 %
Paper S ·......... l{- t ••••••••• 81 %
Paper T {.s 92 'ii·.......... ·......... '0

Paper U /3.5 '1--' d.·......... ·......... ,0
Paper V ·......... :J/ ·......... 4-~ %
Paper Vi ·......... 3 ·......... CJ'J- ~,
Paper X ·......... .jt1,.·S ·......... 3.p- %
Paper Y ·......... -LL- ·......... 4-7 %

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts 'so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitute in sonding the results of the exporiment
when compiled to tho teucher free of chargo.



. Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge.

Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts' so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

,the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the' per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade,

Graded by

67

(4)
Lowest Passing Grado

'U %

Name _

Address, , _

Teacher No. 12'

(2) (3)
Bank - GradEl
:J.D.$" ·..... "... 31 ~

q ·......... Cpt/- %
( '.' ........ 'i;l.,. %

18 ·......... 1~ %
q ·.......... ~lf %
/3. :;- ·......... 5'f %

Cf ·......... -MJ
5 ·......... l{O %

2-tf .30 d..·......... p

;1.6.S ·......... 37 %
/8 ·......... tiD %
J~ ·......... fz4- %
,~.S ·......... 5¥ ~~
:z4- ·......... .3.6 %

7 ·......... Ie? %
Of ·......... -.!tLJG
'L'S ·......... fe, %·.......... 10 %
$ ·......... g1 %
If ·......... 83 '1b

".s- ·......... ,, ~.
29- ·......... .Bo %
:I ·...... ,... 20 %

IS.S- ·......... L/5' %
IS.s ·......... tfs: %

REPORT OF GRADES ,-- ,GIDMEl'RY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D •••.••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ........•.
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H ...••..••.
Paper I .
Paper J ••••.....•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper L •...••••••
Papor M ••...•••••
Paper N ......••.•
Paper 0 ••••••••••
Paper P •..•••••••
Paper Q, ••••••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
Paper S .
Paper T ••••••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W •..••• " ••
Papor X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••

I:
I

I,

I



Graded by

Address, --'- _

Narne _

68Teache11 No. 13

REPORT OF GRADES .... GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grado LOYlest Passing Grado

Paper A ·......... ~2. ·.... .. ' .... 36 % 30 %Paper B ·......... 1.5 ·......... 90 ~
Paper C • •••• It •••• :3 ·......... St, %
Paper D ·......... 16 ·......... 50 %
Paper E .s.S- , go 40·......... ·......... ,
Paper F ·......... 1 ·.... ..' ... 81 %
Paper G ·......... 12 ·......... "0 %
Paper H ·......... " ·......... fel %
Paper I ·......... ,25 ·......... ;2.t/- %
Paper J ·......... <20.S' ·......... J5 %
Paper K ·.......... ,<] ·......... '13 ~I
Paper L ·......... It/.S ·......... 5.a ~,-
Paper M ·......... Ib ·......... (q$ %
Paper lIT ........ ,. .. 23 ·......... .i8 %
Paper 0 ·......... S- ·......... 13 %
Paper P ·......... It/.S' ·......... -.ff.:LJo
Paper Q ·......... 17 ·......... tff %
Paper R ·......... '1 ·......... 12 %
Paper S • • t ••••••• 5.S' ·......... 10 %
Paper T ·......... 1 ·......... 75 %
Paper U ·......... 12 ·......... 56 %
Paper V ·......... Jo,S ·......... 35 %
Paper IV ·......... /,$" ·......... 16 %
Paper X ·......... 2-tf ·......... a1 %
Paper Y ·......... /2 ·......... to %

Instructions: ,
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Hote: The purpos.e of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the oxperiment
when compiled to tho teacher free of charge.



Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitato in sonding the results of the experiment
when compiled to tho toacher free of charge.

Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the'per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Graded by

69

(4)
10~0st Passing Grado

lf3 %

Address, , _

Name _

Teache r No. 14

(2) (3)
Rank Grado

Ita ·....... '... Sit, %
3 ·.......... ~q %
1/.5 ·........... 81 %

/7 ·......... 55 %
q .. ........... 1/ %

/0 ·.... ...... ,D %
11 ·........... .J.3..J
;Z ·................ 9' %

;).l{.5 .. ................ , -J:lJ
Ilf .. ............... le3 %
IS .. ................ 47 %
''I.s' .. ................. ttL/- %
p .. o .. ............... los %
:J.l ................... 43 %

<J .. .................. 1{., %
J.lf.s .. .................. 37 %
IS- .. ................ 5'} %
(,.S .. .............. , g2- %
(".S ·.................. 8'1- %, 1:l. ri............ " ..... '0

lc6.S (,S (,z·.............. ,.0

{'l.S ·......... t/tf %
'/.S ·......... ;} ~;1"5 ·.........

.2~ ·.......... .aq %

REPORT OF GRADES .,.. (}IDMErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper 13 ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E •.........
Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H ••••••••••
Paper I •...•.••..
Paper .r •..••....•
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper 1 •..•••••••
Papor M ..
Paper !IT ••••••••••
Paper 0 ••••••••••
Paper P •..•••••••
Papor Q, .
Paper R ••••••••••
Paper S ..
Paper T •••.••••••
Paper U .•........
Paper V ...•......
Paper Vi ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••

i 1.



Hate: The purpos.e of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charee.

Ins tructions:
,

L In grading the papers be careful no t to mark the original manuscripts so
as to indicate errors for the next teacher.

2. In column (2) indicate the ralUr of each papers i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for
the second best, etc,

3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating
the papers.

4. In column (4) indicate the'per cent mark that you would consider as the
lowest passing mark or grade.

Graded by

70

(4)
Lowest Passing Grade

1f1 %

Address, --' _

Name, _

Teacher No. 15

(2) ( 3)
Rank - Grade
{~ ·.~ .. .,'. ". 57 %
/5.S' ·......... (Po %
I • •••••• 11III •• --!1..:f3

/q.5 ·......... 5Lf %
9 ·.............. 7(" ~I

/0,5"' ·.. , .......... 75 ~I

1 ·.............. 78 %
3 ................. 2ri ?~

.;la. s ·................ 4/ %
/3.5 .. ............... ref %
/1 " .............. 5"8 ~I

).3.5' ................. If I %
IE.S .. ............... CD / %
IC, .5 ·............. 5lf %
8 .. It ............... -:1..1-%

).5 *............... .3" %
,;). .. ............... "1 %
IO.S I ........... 1]5 %
~ .. .......... q3 %
5 57 If;

t ............... l-'
fa go a·................. ,.0

~l 53 d
• ••• it ••••• /0

1f- ·......... 9/ %
42- ·......... 41 9~

-L~ ·......... {Po 5'6

REPORT OF GRADES ...- GID!v.lErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E .... e ••••••

Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G •......•..
Paper H .
Paper I .
Paper J .
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper L •...••.•••
Paper M ...•..•.••
Paper N •...••••.•
Paper 0 ••••••••••
Paper P •..•••••••
Papor Q. ••••••••••
Paper R •.••••••••
Paper S •.•.••••••
Paper T .
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y ••••••••••



Instructions: ,
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in eval~~ting

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the'per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Graded by

Address _

71Teacher No. 16-

roPORT OF GRADES ...·GIDM.ErRY PAPERS

Name. _

The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sonding the results of the experiment
when compilod to the teacher free of charge.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grado Lowest Passing Grado

Paper A ·......... 1.3 ·.......... 3fJ ~ t/3 %
Paper B ·......... b ·......... 30 %
Paper C ·.. , ...... I ........... 11 %
Paper D ·......... 17 ·......... J/3 %
Paper E ·......... g ·......... 73 %
Paper F ·....... " . 1J, ·......... Gl. %
Paper G ·......... -Z ·......... 7?-- %
Paper H ·......... .1 ·......... 9/ %
Paper I j?- a't d·......... ·......... jC'

Paper J ·......... ¥- ·......... S1 %
Paper K ·......... II, t ••••••••• lf7 %
Paper 1 ·......... Jo ·......... .as at.,"
Paper M ·......... 10 ·......... 71 %
Paper 111 ·......... :1.5 • \I ••••••••

)'). %
Paper 0 ·......... 1 ·......... 7' %
Paper P ·......... ~lf ·......... ;2' %
Paper 't ·......... /S ·......... =i8Paper R ·......... " ·......... q;
Paper S ·......... S- ·......... $,. %
Paper T ·......... If ·......... 14 %
Paper U /3 5¥ 1·......... ·......... I

Paper V ·......... fCi ·......... 39 %
Paper W·......... 3 ·......... 10 %
Paper X ·......... /$ ·......... L{6 %
Paper Y ·......... J.1 ·......... ~fe %

Note:



note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free 01 charge.
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(4)
Lowest Passing Grado

'13 %

Teache r No. 17'

(2)
Rank
~'1. S- • ••••• iii •••

1- ·........ .,
( • .•••• t ••••

f5 ·.........
q.S ·.........
4.S- f •••••••••

U " .........
j.S- ·.........

;2.3 ·.........
12·$ ·.........
/9 ·.........
;1."').- ·.........
7.$' t •••••••••

2&/'5" ·.......' ..
/f ·.........
,g

• •••••• It ••

Name _

Address, , -'- _

Graded by

~ .
-L- It ••••••••,.S .

;1.~ .•..••••••
1:).6' .........•
:II .

S .
I I:, ••••••••••
11 .

RE?ORT OF GRADES.-· GlOClMErRY PAPERS

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper B ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ••••••••••
Paper G ••••••••••
Paper H .......•..
Paper I •...•.••..
Paper J .. It •••••••

Paper K •.••••••••
Paper L •.••••••••
Paper 111 ••••.•••••
Paper N ••••.••••.•
Paper 0 .
Paper P ••••••••••
Paper. Q, ••••••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
Paper S .
Paper T •...••..••
Paper U .........•
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper Y •••.••••••

Instructions: ,
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the' per cent mark that you would consider as tho

lowest passing mark or grade.



Graded by

Address ----" _

Name _

73TeacheI' No. 18

REPORT OF GRADES ,-- G.EDM.EJIlRY PAPERS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Bank Grado Lo \7(:) st Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... ;1/.S' • • a , ....... 39 % LIS- "b/Paper B • •• tI •••••• S- ·......... '64 %
Paper C • • III ••••••• 3 e.•••• It •••• 90 %
Paper D • .... I;l •••••• No. S- ·....... " . if? %
Paper E • •• Cl •••••• 1 ·......... 7' ~I
Paper F &' ••••••••• Q.5 ·.......... ,,~ %
Paper G ·......... 9.5 ·......... "g %
Paper H ·......... { ·......... q~ %
Paper I pt/.5 3 , d-·......... ·......... /0
Paper J ·......... II{ ·......... 57 ~/
Paper K ·......... 19.5 ·......... Lf'8 6/..

/-

Paper L 2.1.S ,Zq 4·......... ·......... Iv
Paper M ·......... , 8 ·......... 4{' %
Paper 111 ·......... 23 ·......... ~]., %
Paper 0 ·......... /2 ·......... 59 %
Paper P ·......... ~l/.S' •... , ...... ~.LJ
Paper Q ·......... 1$ ·......... 5S %
Paper R ·......... II ·......... "If %
Paper S , ......... tI- ·......... ~5 %
Paper T (;, <$/ 6'·, ........ ·....... , . I"
Paper U ·......... 8 ·......... 75 %

I

Paper V ·......... /9.S" ·......... 'is %
Paper W ·...... '... ~ ·......... 9' %
Paper X ·......... '''.S- ·......... 1f7 %
Paper Y ·......... --.1£._ ·'.......... 53 ;b

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etco
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers •
. 4. In column (4) indicate the· per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Note: The purpose of huving the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facili tate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teucher free of chargo.



Graded by

Address, ---'- _

Name . _

74Teacher No. 19

REPORT OF GRADES,-- GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1) (2) U) (4)
Paper Number Bank Grade LO\10St Passing Grado

Paper A • ••• e ••••• ;:Z~ ·........... 'IS- % 50 %
Paper :s ·......... " ·.......... g~ ~
Paper C ·......... , .-......... 9' %
Paper D • •• ID •••••• /(,..5 ·......... 54 %
Paper E • •• 0 •••••• q ·... , ..... 74- q0

I

Paper F ~ ......... If) .5 ·......... l' %
Paper G ·......... 7.S ·......... 7(;, %
Paper II ·...' ...... 3 ·......... gg %
Paper I ·......... :1'1 ·......... 'II %
Paper J ·......... fIl- I ••••••••• "3 %
Paper K ·.......... ;),0 ·......... lf9 ~
Paper L ·......... 22- ·......... J.j1 %
Paper M · -' ........ 13 ·......... ~4 %
Paper N ·......... ,2S ·......... E'l %
Paper 0 ·......... 10.S ·......... -B-_%
Paper P ·......... 19 ........... S, ~__f..---J

Paper 'i ·......... 'S I ••••••••• £9 %
Paper R ·......... 7·S ·......... lL %
Paper S ·......... If·S ·......... 'lb %
Paper T ·.......... if. 5' ·......... g~ %
Paper U ·......... /2 ·......... (0 K ~f-
Paper V 2' '18 ,,1·......... • ••••••• It • /0
Paper Vi ·......... :J. ·......... '10 %I
Paper X ·.........

~
• ••• II ••••• S'I %

Paper Y ·......... ·......... 52- ~b

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etcQ
3. In colurnn (3) indicate the per cent grade that you ~ould give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the' per cent mark that you ~ould consider as the

lowest passing mark or gr~de.

Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending tho results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargo.



Graded by

Address _

Name _

75Teacher No. 20

REPORT OF GRADES ,-- GIDMErRY PAPERS

(1) (2) U) (4)
Paper Number Bank Grado LO\7E)st Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... 11 ·..... '.... 4:J. % '-18 1,
Paper B ·.......... S- ·......... g:l %
Paper C ·......... 1 ·......... 10 %
Paper D • •• 0 •••••• /3 ·......... {PO %
Paper E ·......... &./-- ·......... &'5' "G,
Paper F ·......... I ·......... q:{ %
Paper G ·......... g ·......... fog %
Paper H ·......... Ib ·......... 51/ %
Paper I ·......... 19·5 ·......... '1-'1 %
Paper J ·......... /0 ·......... fAt/- es,
Paper K ·......... 11 ·......... SA "G,
Paper L ·......... /5 • ••••••• 11II • S5 d..,-
Paper M ·......... t2 ·......... (pI 7~
Paper N ·.......... ..13 ·......... 3;).. ~~
Paper 0 ·......... 'i • •••••• 11II •• to' %
Paper P ·......... ~, •......... L/-~

(J1,,"
Paper Q ·......... I g ·......... 50 %
Paper R le rzl cr'·......... ·......... ;J

Paper S ·......... II ·......... £?l %
Paper T 3 g" If.·......... ·......... ",.
Paper U ·......... 1~·5 ·......... Lf1 S

I

Paper V ~S ~g d·......... ·......... -;0
Paper 11 ·......... ~ ·......... 'II C;;,
Paper X ·......... ~Lf ·......... ,3/ %
Paper Y ·......... -l!i.- ·......... 52 C'b

!

Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the oriGinal manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the nezt teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etcn
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you ~ould give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you ~ould consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Note: The purposo of having tho name and address of tho teacher grading tho
p~pers is merely to facilitnte in sending tho results of the experiment
uhen compiled to the t~lcher free of chargo.



Instructions: ,
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rallie of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etcn
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers,
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

Teache r No. 21

REPORT OF GRADES, - ... GEOMErRY PAPERS

76

The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge •

I Graded by

Address, _

(4)
10~est Passing Grade

bD %

Name _

(2) (3)
Rank Grade
23.S • • 0 ••• '••• w 40 %
8.5 • 4! •••••••• 75 ~
J.o- ·......... 10 %

;1., ·......... J/-S- %
Ltl-.S '0 a·.......... /V

/t.{. S ·..... '.... (,0 d..
IV

8.S ·......... 75 %.
5.0 ·......... 75 90

;lS I ••••••••• 35 %
If ·......... 70 %I

.;2 { ·......... LIS %
'2.$ ·......... (,$ %
Lf,5 ·......... gs %

:h= ·......... .J:S."--.J~·......... .:J.ff' %
:Z3.5 .. .......... tfD %
1,5"' ·......... 85 %
,J.s- ·......... 90 %
10 ·......... go %, 95 If!·......... I"

'1 ·....... " . 55 %,
/1 ·......... So %
1:1. S- f • , ••••••• fcS %
;)( ·... , ..... Jj5 %

_'2.- ·......... 55 %

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper :s ••••••••••
Paper C ••• , ••••'••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F ~ ...•..•••
Paper G ••.•••••••
Paper H •..•.•• It ••

Paper I •.........
Paper J ••••••••••
Paper K ••••••••••
Paper 1 •...••••••
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper N ••••••••••
Paper 0 ••••••••••
Papor P •..•••••••
Paper Q, ••••••••••
Paper R •.••••••••
Paper S •.••••••••
Paper T ••••••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Paper X ••••••••••
Paper ,y •.••••••••

note:

• 1
;.

~i

I



77'feache r No. 22

REPORT OF GRADES' -- GIDMErRYPAPERS

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grade LO\7est Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... :11. ·.....'.... '15 % '12- %
Paper B ·.. ~ ...... 1 ·......... 51 %
Paper C ·......... 3 ·......... '1'1- %
Paper D ·......... 17.S ·......... 5{" %
Paper E ·......... /3 ·......... 7(, ~I
Paper F " ......... , ·......... [S- et.

IV

Paper G ·......... 8. S- ·......... J9 %
Paper II ·......... ( ·......... '18 %
Paper I ·......... .;23.S ·......... 42 %
Paper J ·......... 10.S ·......... 78 c1{;

/
Paper K ·......... Qo.S ·......... 5.1 ~I
Paper L :la.5 1./').

-<I·......... ·......... ;';;
Paper M ·......... /S- ·......... s'} %
Paper N ·......... ~o.~ ·......... 52 51;
Paper 0 ·......... to.s ·......... ~-y
Paper P ·......... ;LS ........... =fkJPaper Q ·.........

I'!. 5
·......... l, ~

Paper R ·......... ·......... 79 %
Paper S ·......... If: ·......... 9~ %
Paper T ·......... 5 ·......... 88 %
Paper U 1/6 71 S·......... ·......... I

Paper V II:> S7 6t.·......... ........... /0

Paper 'tV ·......... ~ ·......... 2' %
Paper X ·......... IC, ·......... S~ %
Paper Y ·......... 17.5 ·......... 51., %

Addross ~ _

Name, _

Graded by

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc.
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

.
: Nota: n10 purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
; papers is merely to facili tate in sending the results of the experiment

when compiled to the teacher free of charge.



Graded by

Name, _

78Teacher No. 23

REPORT OF GRADES -- GIDM.ErRY PAPERS

Address, --'-_

Tho purpose of having the namE) and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of tho experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of charge.

(1) (2) (.3) (4)
Paper Number Rank Grade Lowest Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... d-O.S- ·......... 40 % tos %IPaper B ·......... tj,5' ·......... SLf %
Paper C ·......... I ·......... --!123
Paper D • •• c •••••• I~ ·......... tf:J.. %
Paper E • •• c •••••• /O.S ·......... (pC} t1,,.
Paper F ~ ......... q

• ••• II ••••• 72 %
Paper G ·......... I:;' ·......... ~& %
Paper H ·......... 4.5" St.f %·......... I

Paper I ·......... /8 ·......... Lf~ %
Paper J ·......... .;lQ.5"' ·......... 4Q ~I
Paper K ·......... ,g ·......... t/2 ~

I"

Paper L • ••• e , •••• I&:, • •••••• It •• Lftf 4,,-
Paper M. ·......... /5: ·......... 54 %
Pa!)er N ·......... -.d:f= ·......... ;.2 %
Paper 0 ·......... ·......... -:13.-%
Paper P ·......... _~.L •......... ~.L3
Paper Q ·......... 13 ·......... " to %Paper R ·......... 7 ·......... 78 %
PEl-per S ·......... " ·......... 8~ %
Paper T 3 88 6;'·......... ·......... /'
Paper U ·......... 10,5 ·......... (pq 1

I

Paper V ·......... :13.S' ·......... .3(, %
Paper W ·......... :l ·......... 89 %
Paper X ·......... ~~ ·......... -::il.----.J;
Paper Y ·......... -l!i- ·......... 58 ~b

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the ralUr of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc,
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating

the papers.
40 In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

~, Hote:
F



79

GroiliErRY P.APERS

Teacher No. 24

REPORT OF GRADES

Instructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the ralllr of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etco
3. In column (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evalu~ting

the papers.
4. In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you ~ould consider as the

lowest passing mark or grade.

I
v
I
1

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Paper Number Bank Grade LOYTest Passing Grade

Paper A ·......... :20 ·......... I-/-q % t{-9 1IPaper B ·......... 4- ·......... 96 ~
Paper C ·......... I, S- • ••••• 41 ••• q" %
Paper D • •• I) •••••• Ib ., ....... , . 55 %
Paper E • •• II ....... 9 ·......... 80 'lb
Paper F ·......... q ·......... 11 %
Paper G ·......... /0 ·......... lb %
Paper H ·......... ;2 ·......... _HYO
Paper I ·......... 24- ·......... 3g' %
Paper J o ••••••••• /;).,. S- ·......... ,.." ~/
Paper K ·......... ~~.5' ·......... 4~ ~1
Paper L • II •••••••• 2-/ ·......... If"

q,
I'

Paper M- ·......... /4 ·......... fog %
Paper N ·......... iL_ ·......... :l$ %
Paper 0 ·......... " ·......... -2!J.. %
Paper P ·......... 1'1 ........... b()-1J

--~Paper Q ·......... 11 ·...... " .. 53 %
Paper R ·" .. " " .... fa ·..... " " ." 82 %
P?-por S ·" " " " " .... 7 ·." " " " .. " " gg %
Paper T 5 10 Ifi·" . " " ." " " . " .. " .. " ... ;a
Paper U ·... " ... " . 1:1. .5" ·.... " .... 11 ~

"Paper V IS s:;.. Iff..·....... " " ·....... " " /0

Paper W ,.S" ·......... qb ~·..... , .. " I
Paper X ·......... 16" ·... " ." ." . 58 %
Paper Y ·...... " .. ..L~ ·" ... " ." " " if:J.. %

Graded by

Name, _

Address, ~ _

# Note: The purpose of having the name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargo.



Teacher No. 25 80

REPORT OF GRADES G1!DMEI'RY PJ>:P EnS

Ins tructions:
1. In grading the papers be careful not to mark the original manuscripts so

as to indicate errors for the next teacher.
2. In column (2) indicate the rank of each paper: i.e., 1 for the best, 2 for

the second best, etc~

3. In colwnn (3) indicate the per cent grade that you would give in evaluating
the papers.

4, In column (4) indicate the per cent mark that you would consider as the
lowest passing mark or grade.

(4)
Lowest Passing Grade

5 f t<b-,:;;",,:,__1

• •••• 0' ••••

· .

· .· .

· .

· .
· .

· .

· .

· .· .· .

· .· .

· .

· .

IlJ

Address, . --:.. _

Graded by

Namo, . . . _

",5
(".5

17

/3

IS
;2/
(9

--!!:;).::=s:::-_ '.. • • • • • • • •
14

--l3~__ .........•
--=5:..-_ ••• • • • D • • •

-.:..:1._0___ ••••• _•••••
-.!..'-- .

:23

(1)
Paper Number

Paper A ••••••••••
Paper ] ••••••••••
Paper C ••••••••••
Paper D ••••••••••
Paper E ••••••••••
Paper F •.••••••••
Paper G ••..•••••.
Paper II .....•..•.
Paper' I •.........
Paper J .
Paper K •...•....•
Paper 1 .
Paper M ••••••••••
Paper N ••••••••••
Paper 0 .
Paper P •...••••••
Papor Q, ••••'••••••
Paper R ••••••••••
PE;tper S •.....••••
Paper T •••.••••••
Paper U ••••••••••
Paper V ••••••••••
Paper W ••••••••••
Papor X .
Papor Y ••••••••••

"~ ,'0 ; :~ : •• ••• : ••••••. '" ..' . . .. ' ..
, .~, .' ~ : .. : ;.: : '. : ... : '.

Note: Tho purpo,so of having tho name and address of the teacher grading the
papers is merely to facilitate in sending the results of the experiment
when compiled to the teacher free of chargo. , , " .

, ,I , , " ,. ", ~. • ':" ,', .:. :' •. ,',""',' .
""",'.' .. ,',.j, .•••••••••••• /)

::1
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